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Merry Christmas!!  This is an unusual 
Christmas tree from a very modern mall in 
Lima, Peru.  It certainly wasn’t what I was 
expecting from a developing country.  This 
particular mall, Jockey Plaza, was closer to 
the mountains and local villagers come in to 
look at the fancy shops. One little girl looked 
at me and her mouth just dropped open.  
Although there were tourists there, most of 
them were from other Latin American 
countries and brunette.  I don’t think she 
had ever seen anyone quite so blonde or fair 
before. The last time that happened was in 
Egypt at a Bedouin wedding and the children 
stroked my (long) blonde hair in fascination. 

Below are A. and I, about to eat lunch on a 
cliff top restaurant on the Pacific Ocean. It is 
spring time in Peru. 



This was our first proper vacation together since our ill-fated trip to Panama that didn’t happen. I was excited but 
apprehensive about going to a ‘real’ Spanish speaking destination.  Practice makes perfect but I am a lazy student.  A. 
has travelled extensively across South America on business trips and we were trying to find somewhere that both of us 
had not been.  I have always wanted to go to Lima, Peru since my mum told me tales of my Dad studying medicine there.  
Knowing him now, I don’t know if it was a tall tale or a failed attempt at study but then I wanted to follow in his 
footsteps.  We considered a longer vacation including Machu Picchu but decided to focus on Lima and its history.  I 
booked a fancy taxi (not quite a limousine) as there were scary tales of immigration in Peru all over the internet.  
Inevitably, it was a big but modern airport and we got through immigration in about 15 minutes (it usually takes about 
90 minutes, even though you arrive at midnight).  Our driver was astonished to see us turn up so early.  It was a modern 
car with seatbelts and the streets were relatively quiet for a city of 10 million people.  Around the airport it reminded us 
of Cairo with jerry built apartment buildings, some half built when the money ran out.  The first sign was TSUNAMI 
EVACUATION ROUTE!  I knew it was in an earthquake area and right on the Pacific but it is still a little shocking to see the 
signs. 

 
I was determined not to be fleeced by the American oriented tour operators, so chose ‘regular’ tours running from 
Miraflores.  The result was that the tour guide did not realize that anyone was not Spanish speaking until half-way 
through.  I did understand most of what she said but A. was in blissful oblivion.  I was fascinated by the Peruvian 
character – they reminded me of the Dutch in Europe.  They are very straight forward, polite but pragmatic.  Our first 
guide said, “Vamos, ahora (Let’s go, now)” and she meant it.  The timing of the tours was with military precision and 
given the traffic, remarkable.  Most of our fellow touristas were from Venezuela, Argentina, Chile or Ecuador.  Just us 
two and one Japanese lady were English speakers.  When we got to the main Plaza de Armes, in the colonial heart of 
Lima, the Japanese lady and I were desperate to use a bathroom.  The guide pointed firmly across the five lanes of traffic 
and said, ‘use that restaurant’.  Thank goodness I had lived in Cairo.  The Japanese lady was reticent about both crossing 

Our first organized tour was to Barranca, a Bohemian 
district next to Miraflores where we were staying.  I 
took a photo of the two Peruvian dogs below but was 
really staring at their lesbian owners who were 
snogging openly in the park.  Right - This is the view 
from the Hermit’s Chapel of the Pacific below the 
cliffs.  The weather was like San Francisco, cool with 
sea currents but went from roasting to freezing in a 
few short hours. 



the road and using the bathrooms.  I strode out into the roadway with my hand raised to stop the traffic and she raced 
behind me (when it did stop).  Then in the restaurant I said, “Los servicios, por favor?” and the waiter pointed us to the 
back.  There were just two rather run down but clean restrooms so I insisted that the lady went first, but she insisted I 
went first so I went to use the men’s room only to see a man look at me in horror, “Para hombre”.  Okay, okay – it takes 
time to figure out what is culturally offensive or not. 

 
Iglesia de la Eremit, Hermit’s chapel, left in a state of decay with black vultures all over the roof 

Our hotel was a fabulous small Hilton and we were upgraded to a junior suite, which was architecturally unique with two 
walls made of plate glass.  This gave us a great view of Miraflores and the villas around us, where, just like Cairo, the 
servants or housekeepers lived on the roof.  We could see other people’s washing lines, Clorox bottles and rooftop 
flower gardens.  We didn’t realize before booking the vacation that Lima is the gourmet capital of South America – who 
knew?  The Hilton Executive Club was like no other, with exquisite fresh food all day and night.  The cuisine was a fusion 
of Latin, European and Asian, reflecting the various immigrants to Peru; indigenous Native Americans, European 
conquistadors, Chinese in the late 1800s and then everybody else.  Close to us was a restaurant specializing in 
Amazonian food.  A. was a little reluctant but it was fabulous even though we had no idea what we were eating.  I 
ordered a cocktail that turned out to be a shot of tequila with sugar and star fruit.  The waiter was most concerned that I 
was drinking a man’s drink but it was not a problem…  In another restaurant we asked what type of meat something was 
and the answer was, ‘meat’.  We didn’t really need to know what it was especially since the national dish is guinea pig.  I 
am not joking – it is very expensive and apparently delicious. ‘We’ didn’t ask anything, Kerry did, which caused some 



consternation in a machismo society.  Although I was concerned about other traveler’s tales about taking local taxis, I 
really wanted to do it and get the feel of the place.  When we were going to the Jockey Plaza Mall, I decided we would 
walk a few blocks away from our hotel (where the taxis were extortionate) and hail a cab.  It took me ages to decide on 
one that looked roadworthy and the driver honest.  I asked him in Spanish if he could take us to the mall and he replied, 
20 solos, which was less than I had anticipated.  On the return journey, I had to negotiate at the taxi rank and finally got 
down to 25 solos.  When A. got in, the driver said, ‘Buenos Tardes,’ to him alone, completely ignoring the bitchy wife 
who had got the price down.  There were no seatbelts in these taxis… 

 
PLAZA DE ARMES – A. is focusing on his camera on the bottom right, as usual 

Everything about this destination was unexpected despite how much I had reviewed it.  Although I knew it was on the 
Pacific, I couldn’t imagine looking at surfers and beautiful beaches.  I expected Colonial Spanish buildings but not 
modern malls.  Gourmet cuisine was the last thing I expected! 

On our tour of the historic district downtown, we went to St Francisco Church and monastery which was established in 
1674.  The church was exquisitely beautiful but underneath were catacombs containing the bones of 25,000 people.  All 
the bones were on display organized by femur, skull or whatever.  I have been in catacombs before but this was truly 
awe inspiring.  We were all coughing on the dust from the bones and some people covered their mouths but I was 
excited to inhale the spirit of my ancestors.  Up above we could hear the singing from the mass above – fabulous.  I tried 
to light a candle for my mum but couldn’t find any. 



 

 
Don’t you just love this laughing pre-Colombian ceramic head? 

(left) ST FRANCISCO CHURCH 1674 

We enjoyed this tour so much that we went 
on another one by the same local company 
– this time to Museo de Larco.  This is a 
world renowned museum with artifacts 
from previous inhabitants of Peru.  Most of 
us think of Inca when Peru is mentioned but 
they were only around for a few hundred 
years after Christ.  Their art was relatively 
unsophisticated but they were great 
warriors and conquerors.  They inhabited 
land that now belongs to Ecuador and Chile, 
as well as Peru.  Previous civilizations of 
Peruvians from thousands of years before 
Christ were accomplished metal workers in 
the north and weavers in the south.  This 
museum had 45,000 pieces of ceramic art – 
it was lined on shelves like a supermarket.  
Unbelievable! 

There were just three of us on this tour, us 
and what we thought was a gay Jewish 
writer from New York.  Our guide this time 
was a middle-aged academic lady with the 
same ‘vamos’ attitude as the first one. 



The arid conditions in which the artifacts were found meant that they are in pristine condition.  The textiles were the 
most vivid reds and blues and the ceramics mostly intact. Within the complex of the museum was a separate Gallery of 
pre-Columbian Huaco Erotic Pottery.   Oh my!  We were all a little hot and bothered at the images of sexual behavior 
intricately detailed in ceramic.  These ancient Peruvians were a liberal group.   

 

 
 

On the left is a fabulous cloak of armor and below is a 
cougar killing a human. 

If you look closely you can see that these are all crab or lobster effigies.  This was in 
the ‘supermarket’ section of the museum.  There were sections dedicated to every 
animal and all sorts of people.  We wanted to linger but ‘vamos’! 



 
The Huaca Pucliana which takes its name from a Quecha word meaning play.  It is an adobe and clay pyramid with seven 
staggered platforms and is located in Miraflores.  Much like Cairo, the pyramid was just in the middle of a residential 
area which I loved and, as you can see, restoration workers were busy.  History should be embraced in our everyday 
lives. We would have liked to have seen more of it but there were too many other things to see – we need to go back! 

 
Another fabulous ceramic above left and the exterior of the Museo de Larco, above right.  Kerry xx 

 


